DIRECTIONS

CODE_n SPACES
SCHELMENWASENSTRASSE 32 + 34
70567 STUTTGART

BY CAR

From Munich (via the A8 motorway):
From the A8 motorway, please take exit 52a-Stuttgart Möhringen to merge onto the B27 toward S-Möhringen/Ost/B27. Take the exit towards S-Fasanenhof. Follow Heigelinstrasse and turn right onto Schelmenwasenstrasse, follow the road until you reach number 32 (right hand side).

From Karlsruhe (A8) or Singen (A81):
Take exit 52a-Stuttgart Möhringen for the B27 towards Tübingen/Reutlingen/Filderstadt/Leinfelden-Echterdingen. Please keep right, following the signs for S-Degerloch/S-Möhringen-Ost/B27 and then merge onto the B27. Take the exit towards S-Fasanenhof. Follow Heigelinstrasse and turn right onto Schelmenwasenstrasse, follow the road until you reach number 32 (right hand side).

Parking:
Public parking spots (lateral to the street) might be available in the streets Schelmenwasenstrasse and Vor dem Lauch. Due to the high number of companies closeby, parking lots get occupied quickly. We strongly recommend to take the public transport.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

From the airport:
Take the S2 S-Bahn line to Schorndorf or the S3 to Backnang and get off at “Leinfelden” station. Once there, catch the U5 to Killesberg and get off at “Möhringen Freibad”. From here catch the U6 to Fasanenhof/ Schelmenwasen and get off at the terminal stop. Our office is 50 m to your right. The journey takes around 30 minutes and costs approximately €2.50.

From Stuttgart Main Station:
From the main station take the U6 to Fasanenhof/ Schelmenwasen and get off at the terminal stop. Our office is 50 m to your right. The journey takes around 30 minutes and costs approximately €2.90.

Day Tickets are available for around €5.20. For further information please visit www.vvs.de.

BY CAB

From the airport:
It takes around 7 minutes by taxi to reach our office, traffic dependant. Costs are approximately €15.

From Stuttgart Main Station:
It takes around 20 minutes by taxi to reach our office, traffic dependant. Costs are approximately €30.

CONTACT
Katarina Skvarkova
Schelmenwasenstrasse 34
70567 Stuttgart
Germany
+49 711 219 505-90
contact@code-n.org
www.code-n.org

We are looking forward to meeting you!

CODE_n
CODE_n is a leading cross-industry innovation hub for thought leaders. Supporting a self-determined and sustainable approach to digital pioneering, we accelerate businesses and guide them into the future. In different ways we bring startups and established corporations into dialog and herewith encourage the development of innovations. CODE_n stands for “Code of the New”, the DNA of

OPEN UP TO NEW IDEAS. MAKE ROOM FOR INNOVATION. BECOME PART OF CODE_n.